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Los Angeles, as a guaranty that he
is in earnest in his negotiations for
the purchase of a mine, if it comes up
to representations made.
Asked where he had been, "Scotty"
replied to the Inquiry of an Optic re
porter, "Oh, down in New York
Didn't stay long, though, for my bank
roll didn't hold out."
Following in his happy, nonchalant
way of conversing, "Scotty" stated
that he only had $13,000 when he
reached Gotham, but by "pinching"
be managed somehow to make it last
him twelve days...
"Say," said he, as the train was
ROOSEVELT AND SON KERMIT REAR ADMIRAL IJICHI'S TRAIN
MEMBERS WILL TAKE UP QUES-TIOmoving off, "I'll be back this way the
NG SQUADRON FROM JAPAN
WORN OUT FROM LONG
EE
WHAT
SHALL
OF
latter part cf July, and I'll be travel
'
AT SAN PEDRO.
!
too.
on
JOURNEY.
an
'Watch
SULTAN.
WITH
DONE
engine only
ing
my
smd-.when I pass through, for
nothing else but that and dast will be
PLAN FINE ENTERTAINMENT
PARTY NOWATFEASERAP
QUIET AT CONSTANTINOPLE visible to the naked eye."

INDISPOSE DJAP VESSELS

PARLIAMENT

GIVEN DIG

AS RESULT

TO DECIDE

OOIIM

COURSE

WELCOME

N

. Forestry Appointments..
Albuquerque, April 26. The forest
service has just . announced the fol
ISTS ARE IN CONTROL.
lowing appointmeuta on national for
ests In this district: Robert S. Blateh
ford, assistant forest ranger, and
FIVE MEN TO MEET DEATH George E. Buyer, forest guard on the
Datil national forest; Raymund Do
mini, forest guard on the Coconl
SHOT THIS AFTERNOON
FOR
forest; George H. Nyce, forest
CRIMES BY ORDER OF COURT
guard on the Sltgraves national for
MARTIAL.
est.

CITY DECLARED UNDER MARTIAL
LAW AND CONSTITUTIONAL-

nat-ion-

ing of the Matter" was the subject of
Rev. Meade E. Dutt's remarks at the
church last, evening.
Presbyterian
What, has been lost to the world in
the past, must now be recognized,
and all efforts directed to the future
in getting fundamentally right, if we
wish to go forward, was well receiv
ed.
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TAX

MAY DELAY

;

The musical selections led by Miss
Blanche Rothgeb were inspiring and
much Interest felt hy, all who joined
in the chorus. ? Mrs. Chas, L. - Kohn
presiding at, the organ. Next Sunday
evening the male quartet will be present and the popular pieces as sung
SENTIMENT OF SENATE PRETTY
at the Barrett meetings will be a fea
DIVIDED
.., EVENLY
ON
ture.

MEASURE
i

MATTER.

Dariiel Ortega Dead.
Daniel Ortega, of this city,, 'died in
OPINION
St. Joseph's hospital at Albuqureque DIFEERENCESJF
of pneumonia this morning. , He is a
PROPOSITION MAY BE KEPT ENWILL son
HERD OF HUNDRED AND FIFTY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
of Juan Ortega and a brother of
TIRELY SEPARATE FROM PREMEN
BUFFALO SIGHTED AND LIONS
SHOW OFFICERSAND
Jose J. Ortega, a clerk at the Stearns
'
SENT- TARIFF BILL.
NUMEROUS.
FINE TIME.
, REPORTED
grocery. He was 27 years of age and
unmarried. Before", going to AlbuHUNTING WILL BE EXCELLENT ADMIRAL IS MILD VETERAN querque and entering the employ of WILL
E. E. Garcia, he was in the employ
ment of Bacharach Bros., in this city.
FLAGSHIP OF AD The body will arrive from Albuquer- ALDRICH WILL INTRODUCE THE
MRS. ROOSEVELT CHANGepLAN COMMANDED
BY
SUGGESTED
CHANGES
MIRAL TOGO DURING WAR
AND WILL NOT MEET HUS-que on No. 8 tomorrow
by the father.
WITH RUSSIA.
COMMITTEE TOMORROW.
BAND ON NILE.
i

PRESENTIMENTS

morning,-accompanie-

Nairobi, April 26. Both Roosevelt
Constantinople, April 26. The city PLANS MERGER OF NEW
is quiet this morning and Is gradually
and his son Kermit are Undisposed
TURK
CENTRAL
LINES
today as a result of the recent huntassuming a normal aspect The declaration of martial law and the fact
ing activity and the journey from
that the constitutionalists are in con ' New York, April 26. According to Kapiti plains to the ranch of' Sir APtrol, promise for the maintenance of a report circulated here, E. H. Harri- fred Pease on the Athl river. They
man has instructed the leading cor are resting from their fatigue at the
The question of what shall
order.
the
KapIU
be done with the sultan . probably poratlon lawyers of this and other ranch. - Roosevelt left
cities to devise means for merging plains yesterday and went to the
will be determined by
parliament. the New York Central lines Into
one ranch of Sir Alfred Peasp on the Athl
Schefket Pasha, commander of the
with & billion dollars capital and one river.
Major Mearns, Edmund Heller
constitutional army, is the man of the
This, if effected, would op and J. Alden Loring, members of the
horn1. - The leading civil members of treasury.
the committee of union and progress erate more than 12,000 miles of rail party, went to Sir Alfred's ranch
this moraine. George McMillan and
desire him to be grand vizier in suc- way.
President Brown of the New York F. C. Selous' are going to Machakes
cession to Tewfik Pasha, and he has
been assnred that a, majority of par- Central, said there was no intention via the Pease ranch, Wednesday.
of bringing about a merger of all the Lions are reported numerous on Mcliament wuld gladly support the min-- !
lines
Millan's ranch and! there is' a herd ci"
,in the New York Central .and
istry under his leadership in succes'
"
Lake
stems.
Shore
y
f0 buffalo on Mr. Heatley's ranch,
sion to the Tewfik min'stry, which
where Roosevelt will hunt. Thb pros
.V
resigned today.
pects for the hunt today were excepIn reply to these proposals,. Schef- MINER BEATS FSESIEENT
tionally good. There are no more
ket said the offer carried such splendid opportunities to assist the politics
OF HIS UNION TO DEATH cases of smallpox in the Roosevelt
;
caravan.
of the country that he would not
Mrs. Roosevelt to Go to Europe.
have refused under any other circum- Kingman, Ariz., April 26. A quar
Instead of
Oyster Bay.. April 26.
etances, but that he could not accept
over
union troubles, between W. remaining In Europe for the winter
rel
while still the leader of the army.
Dale-tory- ,
and traveling up the Nile to meet the
Schefket is an Arab, but has lived P. 'Byrne, a miner, and, David
of the local union of former president, Mrs. Roosevelt will
president
eleven years In Europe and received
the Western Federation of Miners, re- return to the United States on Novhis military training in Germany.
in the death of Daletory late ember 1, according to plans announcsulted
A court martial today sentenced
The" men had not ed
Mrs. Roosevelt with Miss Ethel,
five men to death and. they, will be Saturday night.
on friendly .terms, due to trou- Aichie and Quehtin sail for Europe on
been
shot this afternoon. The major of
:'
July, 1.
the guard of the imperial palace, has bles at the Tom Reed mining .camp,
is alleged waylaid Dale-tarconfessed that he was paid $6,500 to and Byrne it
and beat him with a revolver.
Condemnation Case.
act with the conspirators.
of lynching are heard..
The condemnation case of the Cim
The feeling among the members of Threats
arron y alley Lands company vs. Gal
parliament against the sultan ' relagher, Dugan and Grayney, involving
on
the throne, is strong. WOMEN KILL TRAVELERS
maining
2,600 acres of land that is covered by
Mohammed Reschad Effendi, brother
In
AND DISFIGURE BODIES the Eagle Nest irrigation project
of the Bultan, is the favorite candiColfax county, was argued by counsel
date for the succession. Parliamenbefore Chief Justice W. J. Mills In
tary leaders have decided to act as
St. Petersburg, April 26. A band of chambers, Friday and Saturday, of
If there had been no Interruption in
whose members last week. Frank Springer and Chas
the parliamentary system. 'There will female
be a public session of the parliament for' many months have been commit- A. Spiess appeared for the plaintiff
this afternoon in the palace of jubtlce. ting a series of brutal murders, was and A. A. Jones and A. T. Rogers, jr.,
"
for the defendants. The court' apMany Conditions.
( arrested yesterday in "the village of
pointed a commission to appraise the
26.
The ConstantinoBerlin, April
Kurchino, near here. The principal value of the land in the persons of
Lokal
of
the
correspondent
ple
two daugh Robert E. Alldredge of Springer; Jud
says he learns that the sultan culprits are a mother and
of Turkey will be allowed to remain ters, who kept a tavern. Assisted by Lyon of Raton, and W. B. Stevens of
on the' throne on condition that he other women of the village they mur Chico.
gives a guarantee against a return to dered travelers who stopped at the
and
Plenty of Moisture.
absolutl&m.
The conditions are: the inn, disfiguring the bodies
inches of snow, with a
Fourteen
stream,
a
into
swift
walls of the Yilrtiz palace must be throwing them
of 1.14 inches, was the
precipitation
'also
barracks
at
the
the
razed,
palace
'
showing of the late storm at Rociada.
Death of Promising Young Man.
quartering a thousand men under
oats
command of the sultan must be razHarry H. Hamilton, aged 19 years, Quite an acreage of wheat and
ed; the palace guard In the future is the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank had already been sown, but this rain
to be 100 men from different regi- D. Hamilton, of New London, Ohio fall will encourage the farmers all to
ments, changed daily to prevent bri- died at 6 p. m. Saturday. The body Increase same, by 20 percent at least.
with the
bery. The sultan must pay tine ex- was Fbipped to tb old home this aft Stock has suffered' some
no
is
snow
shelter,
wet
where
there
M.
Lewis
W.
Caloniki
company.
penses of. the
expedition from ernoon by the
his own purse and out of h',? private It Is accompanied on the sad trip by but green grass Is coming up rapidly.
fortune, largely invested abroad, must the sorrowing parents, who came to
give the nation $250,000,000, for the Las Vegas with their rn last Augurt
financial regeneration of the country. In the hope that he would be restored
to health in this climate.
Jarry Hamilton wai a bright and
"SCOTTY" MAKES BIG
promising young man and his fond
DEAL AGAIN and doting parents, had" builded high
on his future career in this world.
But he- has been taken to another
An investigation of the allegation
Walter J Scott, who Is known na- and a better world than this.
vice in the tenderloin in Chicago
"Scotas
that
and
tionally
internationally
May It be well with him.
is protected by a ring of two alderty," he of Death valley fame and record breaking transcontinental trip hy
men, a resort keeper and a high poTelegraph Operator Dies.
lice official said to have formed a
his
died
at
special train over the Santa Fe, passJ.
McLaughlin
Eugene
9
ed through Las Vegas this afternoon room in the city this morning at
stock company, was begun by State's
en No. 1, bound for Los Angeles, Cal. o'clock. Mr. McLaughlin was at one Attorney John W. vWayman today.
Accompanying him, according to time a Western Union operator. The Every saloon and red light district is
''Scotty's" story, is a' gentleman from remains are in charge of Undertaker said to contribute. It Is reported that
sums
New7 York, who has $250,000 on deLewis, who has notified relatives in not only the dive keepers pay
five
to
true
from
at
rate
a
ranging
posit in the First National bank in Providence, R, I.
,
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The two
Los Angeles, April 26.,
In
planned
days' entertainment,
southern California for the officers
and men of Rear Admiral
Ijichi's
training squadron from Japan began
at noon today and will continue until
the cruisers weigh anchor Wednes- day- - The admiral say liberal shore
leave will be .granted.
'For the first time in ten years war
ships of Japan entered a Pacific coast
port 'of, the United States when the
cruiser Soya and Aso, comprising the
Japanese training squadron, commanded hy Rear Admiral H. Ijichi, steamed into San Pedro at noon yesterday.
jot since the training ships entered
a. " half
the lay "wf San 'Francisooi
score 'years ago, have vessels flying
the flag of the Rising Sun been sighted on the western shores of
this
country..
The Aso and Soya dropped anchor
at San Pedro, the harbor of Eos Angeles, on a peaceful visit of ,, some
weeks' duration, which will take them
to all of the principal ports of the
Pacific
The Aso Is 'the former Russian cruiser Bayan, found in
the harbor of Port Arthur after General Stoessel surrendered that fortress
into the hands of the victorious Japanese. The Soya was formerly the
cruiser Variag, which was caught in
the harbor of Chemulpo, Korea, just
before the breaking up of the war and
sunk by the Japanese fleet.
Today these craft are comparatively modern warships, carrying heavy
batteries and equipped with high
speed engines. Each has a single
forward and after turret eight-Inch
gun, a broadside battery of eight
guns and sixteen of three-inccalibre. They carry crews of 800
'
men each, including 67 officers and
185 cadets of the Japanese navy.
The Aso is the flagship of Admiral
Ijichi. He is a veteran of the war
with Russia and commanded the battleship Mikasa, the flagship of Admiral Togo, which participated in all
the memorable battles of that war
and on which Admiral Rojestavensky
was taken as .prisoner of war after
his defeat in the Sea of Japan. Admiral Ijichi is now a grizzled veteran of
50years. He has made one visit to
the United States, when in 1880, he
visited San Francisco as a cadet od a
Japanese corvette.
"
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NO STATEHOOD

BILL

;

AT SPECIAL SESSION
Washington, April 26. Statehood
for Arizona and New Mexico will not
be considered at the special session of
congress according to an announce
ment made yesterday. It will be tak
en up by the house in December.
Hamilton of MichiRepresentative
gan, , who Introduced the' statehood
bill last winter, already is working
on a bill he plans to introduce nest
. ,
December.
V '
'

.

stis khtceut--

.

Toluca', Mexico, April ,26. Furious
because Modesta Fuentea would not
elope wltl him without' marriage
rites', Pedro Secundino stabbed the
girl to death and wrote a note saying
that he would do the same to pursu
ers, which he pinned on the girl with
a dagger. He was soon captured and
imprisoned. The girl was stabbed
sixty-twtimes. '
o

(IRS. MARTHA
FINALLY

J.

RU1IIIUEL

PASSES

AWAY

After five weeks of patient and un
complaining suffering, Mrs. Martha J.
Rummel passed peacefully to her long
rest at 3:15 a. m. yesterday morning
at Las Vegas hospital, where she had
She' was
been taken for treatment.
C.
of
John
wife
the
Rummel, the
mesa ranchman who came
here six months ago from Wakarusa,
Ind., with; his family. Mrs. Rummel
was 34 years of age. Her death is
that ' she
especially sorrowful in
leaves five children motherless, the
oldest being eight years of age and
the youngest only five weeks.
The remains were prepared for
shipment to the Indiana home by
Undertakers J. C. Johnsen, & Son, being accompanied by Mr. Rummel and
and
family, Mrs. Emery Rummel
Mrs. Daniel Hadley, sisters of the deJ. Rummel.,
ceased, and
well-know- n

'

Excellent "Entertainment.
Increasing Interest.
"The Greater Results
The Santa Fe reading room enter
Possible
Through a Knowledge of the Teach- - tainment by the, Emily Waterman
Concert, and Recital company at Y.
M. C. A. hall, Saturday evening, was
one of. the best of the series of' entertainments afforded by Superinten
dent S. E. Busser this season. Emily
A. Waterman is reader and imperson
ator, Grace C. Davissoprano, and Pay
Trott violinist. The talented trio of
entertainers departed for San Marcial
hundred dollars weekly, but that the from this citjr yesterday afternoon.
ring owns stores dealing in every
Celebrate Anniversary.
necessity,- - at which .the Inmates must
trade. It is alleged that the ring has
Las Vegas lodge, No. 4, I. O. O. F.,
been In existence for two years. Of will tonight celebrate the 90th annithe stock, one-hal- f
is said to be own- versary of Odd Fellowship, by an ened by the alderman and the remainder tertainment in O. R. C. hall, to which
by dive keepers and the police official. all Odd Fellows, Rebekahs and their
A mass of information on the alleged families- are cordially invited. There
"vice trust" was presented for the will be'a fine banquet, speech
and
consideration of the grand Jury.'1
a musical program.

GRAND JURY TAKES UP

MATTER OF ALLEGED VICE TRUST

.

biU-that.

TIMES

SIXTY-TU'- O

Washington, April 26. Senator Al- drich, chairman of the finance committee, expects to introduce tomorrow a number of committee aroend-ent- s
to the tariff bill which will in
cludenearly all deferred matters,
among them being the administrative
features of the bill. The senate committee on. the Philippines today named
and Johnston as
Beveridge, Hepbui-to frame a tariff bill
for the Islands:
Frequent, utterances by President
Jaft expressing the bope that congress will hasten the passage of the
business jmay be
tariff
jri-store-

to its normal Condition,: may
postpone the real lest of strength over
the income tax proposition.
r
Sentiment of the senate is pretty
evenly divided on the matter, but
there ar many differences of "opinion as to details cf Ihe legislation.
Some senators believe it Impractica
ble to tax Incomes of less than f 5,000,
while others believe it will be: necessary to go as low as $2,000. There
are others who urge that the' fixing
of the minimum at any figure will
result in unfair discriminations.
believe - with
Many congressmen
President Taft that the Income tax
amendment should not be adopted unless it can be shown that it is needed to produce revenues. Members ol
the finance committee declare that
the Payne bill as amended by, the
committee will yield sufficient revenues. If th truth of this statement
is established It will turn a number of
votes away from the income tax
amendment.
Few of the most ardent supporters
of the income tax proposition are willing to dlay the adjournment of con- g'ress in thai face of. the attitude assumed by' the president and the protests that are pouring in upon confrom
centers
commercial
gress
against a prolonged discussion of
the tariff. Informal conferences have
been held within the past few days
at which has been considered a plan
to reduce ,the various income tax
amendments to a separate bill, to be
considered after the tariff bill has
boen enacted.
If thia should be followed, that action could not be had
at the present session.

'

.

MANY FRIENDS ATTEND

BIG FUNERAL SERVICES
-

Funeral services of the late An
tonio M. Lucero were conducted yesterday, afternoon at the Church of
Our Lady of Sorrows. Hundreds of
people thronged the church . to pay
their Hast respects to one whom they
had known well In life. The funeral
cortege that followed the remains to
Mount Calvary cemetery was the longest that has been seen in, Las Vegas
in years. Practically the entire membership of the Fraternal .Union and
SL Joseph's society turned out and
both of these,societies conducted services at the grave., The interment
was under direction of j. C Johnc-e.

&

Son.

'

LAS VEGAS

TWO

SANTA FE ENGINEER CHAPMAN
HAVING

HIS SHARE OF ILL LUCK

DAILY OPTIC,

MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1909

into the 'local yard at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon in charge of Conductor N. H. Cramer. It was puc
through the yard in exactly seveu
minutes by Xrrdmaster T. F. Anton,
his switchmen, the car inspectors and
everybody else whose duty it was to
assist in getting the train out of town
in short and good order.
F. M. Bisbee lias been appointed
chief engineer of the western lines of
the Santa Fe, which include all of that
part of the road under the management of C. W, Kouns. Mr. Bisbee's
headquarters will be at La Junta. J.
M. Meade, who has just been appointed chief engineer of the lines under
General Manager J. E. Hurley, will
have his headquarters at Topeka. Mr.
Meade was formerly a resident civil
engineer for the Santa Fe in Las
Vegas

HIGHER MASONIC BODIES NOW
HOLDING

RE-UNIO-

IN SANTA FE

N

III

ft

More than nine out of every
ten cases of rheumatism are,
of the
simply rheumatism'
or
cold
damp,
muscles, due to
Ia
or chronic rheumatism.
treatinternal
no
such cases
ment is required. The free
application of

Santa Fe will this week be the gree; Master Architect, 12th degree;
as they came, though the future' Is
not as bright and promising to some
Mecca of Scottish Rite Masons of Royal Arch of Solomon, 13th degree;
.
deof them as it was a few months ago.
New Mexico. For three days, April Perfect Elu, 14th degree.' These
will
the
conferred
be
by
grees
degree
James Porter, of the Porter Land
the first reunion of the Ancient team of Santa Fe
Lodge of Perfection
company, went through for Los Anand Accepted Scottish Rite of Free No. 1, which has been perfecting itgeles, Saturday evening with a party,
Masonry of the Orient of New Mexico self in .the work by constant practice
occupying the private car "Elsie."
will
be held in the Capital City of the past few weeks.
Albert H. Jones, division accountseveral
New Mexico. For
weeks
Aztlan Ohapter of Rose Croix, No.
ant in Superintendent J. M. Hum's
preparations have been made by the 1, will on Tuesday confer the Knight
office here, is motoring his way back
brethren there to make the event a of the East, 15th degree; Prince of
to this terminal from La Junta, esmemorable one and for the past ten Jerusalem, 16th degree; Knight of the
corted by roadmasters, checking up
is all that is needed and it is cerdays or more they have worked day East aud West, 17th degree; : and tain to give quick relief .' Give
material.
and night perfecting themselves in Knight of Rose Croix, 18th degree.
Conductor Harry L. Creswlck left
trial and see for yourself how
the mystery of tbe degrees that will
Corouado Council of Kadosh No. 1
town on No. 2 yesterday afternoon
quickly it relieves the pain and
be conferred during the reunion, un- - will on the tame day confer from the soreness. Price
for Boston, where he will represent CROPS FROill DRY FARMS
25c; large size, 50c
der the directions of Hon. Harper S. 19th to the 30th degrees, known as
the local lodge at the great O. R. C.
'
convention.
SURPRISE EVEN NATIVES Cunningham, 33rd degree, Of Guthrie,- the Philosophical and Chivalric
qulsitor, 31st degree; and Master of
sovereign grand Inspector gen- giees, as follows: Pontiff, 19th
C. L. MacKenzie, a division super
the Royal Secreta, 32nd degree.
in Oklahoma and New Mexico, gree; Master of Symbolic Lodge, 20th
intendent for the Wells-FargThis morning at 9:30 o'clock the
people,
John T. Burns, secretary-treasure- r
who has been giving his time and en- - degree ; Noachlte or Prussian Knight,
took place-Musiarrived in this Meadow city last ev
of candidates
22nd reception
ening on No. 7, accompanied by Leroy of the dry farming congress, which ergies in preparing for the events 21st degree;' Prince of Libanus,
is on the program for the de23rd
Helfrich, a loute agent for' that ex- - has permanent headquarters in 'Den-- ' and in assisting in the preparation degree; Chief of the Tabernacle,
gree work. The reunion will mark
j
i
the
of
Tabernacle,
the
M;
Prince
for
of
the
building
proposed
degree;
press company.
an . epoch in the history of Scottish
ver, left that city for Billings, Mont., sonic
24th degree; Knight of the Brazen
V7. P. Meiklejohn, a former station
Temple in the Capital city.
Rite
Masonry in New Mexico and will
where the next session of the conof
Prince
On Monday, April 26, the Ineffable Serpent, 25th degree;
agei t, here for the Santa Fe, went
result no doubt, in the early start on
Knight
down the road for Clovis on No. 9 last gress will be held for the purpose of degrees will be conferred on a class Mercy, 26th degree;
construction of the proposed new
the
more than fifty, as fol- - mander of the Temple, 27th degree;
night. He is now a traveling auditor organizing the field for the meeting.
temple.
for the company..
Burns has just returned from a trtpsTlows: Secret Master, 4th degree; Knlsht of the Sun or Prince Adept,
St
of
5th
Intimate
28th degree; Scottish Knight
degree;
Mrs. Roy Eberhart left Raton for over eleven western states, in which Perfect Master,
.
Rheumatism. '
Green River, Wyo., where Mr. Eber- he outlined his campaign of organ Secretary, 6th degree; Provost and Andrew. 29th degree; Knight Kadosh,
More than nine out of every ten
hart is permanently located as a tele ization to the dry farmers jand to the Judge, 7th degree; Intendant of the 30th degree.
cases of rheumatism are simply rheu'
New Mexico Consistory No. 1 will matism of the muscles, due to cold
grapher for the Southern Pacific various state governments, and re Building, 8th degree; Elu of the Nine.
9th degree; Elu of the Fifteen, 10th on Wednesday confer the ceremonial
Railway company.
ports amazing progress.
or chronic rheumatism. In
- or damp,
A. E. Bioxson, a Santa Fe special
"I found many new and wonderful degree; Elu of the Twelve, 11th de-- and- official degrees of Inspector In- such cases no internal treatment is
CAUGHT BY A REPORTER
required. The free application of
agent now making his headquarters things in the course of my trip," said
Chamberlain's Liniment Is all that la
Fireman R. D. Barton is the latest' in Las Veas, has returned here Burns to a reporter for the Republi
needed, and it is certain to give quick
from
Trinidad.
was
He
stato be transferred to the cut-of- f
at
formerly
can before leaving for Billings. "In
relief. Give it a trial and see for
tioned in Pueblo.
Helen.
yourself how quickly it relieves the
eastern Oregon and Washington I
If a woman is strong and healthy in a womanly way, moth,
George E. Towers, an employe In found that
pain and soreness. The medicines
Robert Forbes, a machinist in the
and
have
been
they arq
erhood means to her but little suffering. The trouble lies
usually given internally for rheumatSanta Fe shops at Raton, has been the master mechanic's office at the for years raising from 20 to 30 bush
ism are poisonous or very strong medin the fact that the many women suffer from weakness and
Fe
Santa
shops in Albuquerque, left els of wheat per acre on
transferred to Las Vegas.
disease of the distinctly feminine organism and are unfitted
icines. They are worse than useeight inches
for motherhood. This can be remedied.
less in cases of chronic and muscular
Telegraph Operator Callahan has for San Francisco, where he expects annual precipitation. In central Calrheumatism. For sale by all dealers.
resigned his position at Belen and to remain indefinitely.
ifornia they are raising magnificent
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Yardmaster F. M. Shriver of the
gone to his old home at Atlanta, Ga.
Prescription
crops of small fruits on ten inches of
The twenty-fiftBelen yards, has resigned his posiW. P. Garslde, the widely-knowwedding anniverCores the weaknesses and disorders of women.
and in Texas, J. F. Reeves,
tion
and gone to Cleveland, Ohio, rainfall,
of Mr. and Mrs. Newcomb was
5
sary
Santa Fe official, arrived in this city
acts
It
on
the
delicate
and
directly
important
who has grown very rich on a 6,000-acr- e
celebrated recently at Silver city.
organs concerned in motbernood, making them
from El Paso, Texas, yesterday after- where he has another place offered
60 acres in waterfarm,
dry
put
healthy,
and
strong,
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elastic.
him in the line of promotion.
noon.
"Favorite Prescription" banishes the indispositions of the
Chief Dispatcher F. O. Lockbart for melons as a test last year, and his net
"I'd Rather Die, Doctor.
A solid silk train of twelve years
cash returns were $100 per acre. This
period of expectancy and makes baby's advent easy and
than
have
my feet cut off." said M. L.
passed through this city last night in the Santa Fe at Raton, went through
almost painless. It quickens and vitalizes the feminine
was performed on seven and
Bingham, of Princeville. 111., "hut
transit from San Francisco to New for the Capital city last evening, with last feat
and
a
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healthy
baby.
of women have
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you'll die from gangrene (which had
inches of rainfall.
testified to its marvelous merits.
four others, to mingle among the
York.
eaten away eight toes) if you don't",
"Now the above are facts that so
It Makes Weak Women Strong.
It Makes Sick Women Well
Ed D. Stansell, a bridge foreman, brother Masons there this week.
said all doctors. Instead he used
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do not offer substitutes, and urge them upon
druggists
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a
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A. F. Youngston was called to go
you as "just
Bucklen's Arnica Salve till whollv
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roundhouse in Belen. Will Becker is made.
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J. C. Proctor and his force of ten they are true, nevertheless, and show
now call boy.
men returned to Gallup, N. M., from wnat) can oe done by scientific dry
Conductor D. E. Lynch of the
district, deadheaded in ill, Satur a five days' trip over the Santa Fe farming.
"In New Mexico I found that 23,000
day, his run being caught by Conduc from that place to Isleta, in which
time the road was thoroughly oiled dry farm homesteads have been entor McDermott.
Brakeman H. A. Peters is moving by them.
tered In the last 15 months. I be
his household effects to Cerrillos, he There wasn't a single name on the lieve that New Mexico is being colohaving been assigned to a work train brakemen's extra board at the local nized more rapidly than almost any
at that mining town.
yard office last evening. A splendid other state. There I discovered the
Fe opportunity for the boomers to get in first real faking. A
Charles Behringer, a Santa
Chicago land
bridge foreman, at present in charge their work, it would seem to a man company Is advertising that for" $2.50
of a force of men at Domingo, visit on the outside.
it will locate a homestead in New
Arthur Everitt, official watch in- Mexico.
ed his family here yesterday.
Secretary H. B. Henning of
Conductor J. P.. Burke was down spector for the Santa Fe railroad, will the bureau of
immigration of New
town from the local railroad hospital be located in Belen after the 26th.
Mexico, has discovered that the land
on crutches yesterday, together with He has rented a space in the east advertised
is all mountain, standing
several other patients, among them front of the Kremis drug store for
He and I are going to
perpendicular.
LL the splendid special items previously advertised for the
his
business.
watch
S. L. Wright. The boys were driven
April iSale will still be
to
to put a stop to this
Chicago
try
On account of the New Mexico deoffered for the coming week, and in addition to these
down in a carry-al- l
and made merry
many
more, just as good
nefarious business,
will be on display Monday morning: Every one of these is in
partment encampment of the Grand
goods perfectly adapted to
Army of the Republic which will take
use for Spring and Summer, and the possible
are
savings
apparent.
Ideal Place to Rest.
the
place at Alamogordo on June
Santa Fe railway. has made special
The Bartlett ranch to which James
rate from all points.
A. Patten, the wheat king of Chicago,
Brakeman H. M. Sweezy left for has gone for a rest,
comprises several
Topeka, Saturday, on B. of R. T. thousand acres in the extreme north
grievance matters, which he will per- ern part! of Colfax county, a few miles
Tailored Suits, worth to $18.50, $ 9.98
haps succeed in straightening out "to from Vermejo Park, N. M. Its ownSkirts worth to $10.50, . . ..........$ 6.95
the queen's taste," as the late Capt. er, W. H. Bartlett, is a
millionaire,
J. W. Barney was wont to say.
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resident
and
formerly
Chicago,
Tailored Suits, worth to $26.50,' 15.00
White Waists, worth to $3.50,. .....2.25
Conductor Mike R. Jones is getting associated with Patten in
some, of
along at the local railroad, hospital, his campaigns on the" board of trade.
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truly
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to rest.
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Vegetable Compound
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Paw Paw, Mich. "I suffered terri. Charles Class, who had been in
the
Collier Dies Suddenly.
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founder
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Collier,
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years. My doctor1
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said there was no
Vegas,
me
Saturday, for Los Angeles,; in Riding club. He is srvived by the
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hope for
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operation. 1 began which city he will embark in the in- widow and his son, Robert J. Collier,
Hairpins,
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Calicos
taking Lvdia E. surance business.
who was associated with his father in
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I never thought of seeing a well day Major E. A.
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Weed, the world's
again. I had a small tumor and female
troubles so that I suffered day and champion long distance bicyclist and A
Yard Wide, heavy weight unbleached Muslin,
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night. A friend recommended Lydia itinerant Journalist, who has ridden
16 Yards for $1.00
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worth 8Kc,
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Chicago, 111.
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Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- that a new
!c yard.
bicycle has been shipped It cleanses, soothes,
12c Each.
pound, .made from roots and herbs,
and Wtion. worth to
has proved to be the most successful to him in Albuquerque to replace the heals and protects
remedy for curing the worst forms of one which was run down by the the diseased memEXTRA SPr CIAL
female ills, including displacements,
All "Glove FiUing" & Royal Worcester"
Santa Fe train near Algodones two brane resulting from
Embroidery. Edging and Insertion, worth'to
inflammation, fibroid tumors, irreguCatarrh and drives
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so
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and
reduced
a
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ago
larities, periodic pains, backache, bearinga Cold in the
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It costs A fast stock train of seventeen stores the Senses of IH Y LV tmit
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Taste and Smell. Full size 50 els., at Drugit, and the result
yarn
has been worth millions to many cars, in transit from EI Paso and gists or by mail. In liquid form.
75 cents.
Buffering women.
Deming to Garden City. Kan., pulled Ely Brothers, 56 Wwren Street, New York.
Yesterday morning while running
the general manager's special out of
La Junta, Engineer Chapman of this
city, had the misfortune to get his
back hurt as he tried to escape the
eccentric rod from hie engine which
Suddenly broke while passing through
Omega. The engineer slipped as he
tried to avoid the expected crash of
and
the broken engine
severely
wrenched his back. Luckily he got the
train under control by applying the
brakes and it was soon stopped. He
was hurt too seriously to remain on
the engine and his place was taken
by Traveling Engineer McCready and
the special was brought into Raton
with one side broken down. Engineer
Chapman was taken to the La Junta
hospital for treatment. It will be re
membered that about eighteen months
ago Engineer Chapman had an accident when he jumped from his en
gine, when he thought that a wreck
was inevitable, because he though
an
train
he saw
approaching
miss the switch which It should
have taken. He received a serious
cut about the head at that time. His
fireman, Arthur Stewart, at that time,
had the misfortune since to have a
leg cut off. It seems that Engineer
Chapman is having his share of ill
luck. Raton Range.
i
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DAILY OPTIC,

ped, although every effort was made
to do so. The rupture in the blood
vessel was packed tight, and during
the week he breathed altogether
obthrough the mouth because of the
structions which were placed in his
nostrils to check the flow.
Mr. Smalley was employed, as a
fireman at Las Vegas, N. M. He came
home a Short time ago to visit his
father, who lives near Thayer. After
returning to Las Vegas he was takea
sick with muscular rheumatism
His father went to Las Vegas to
bring him home. The attack of nose
bleed had developed in the meantime
and when they arrived here the son
was too weak to go any farther, so he
was taken to the home of his uncle,
Mr. Hardendorf.
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THE CAUSE OF COLDS

BUI

Good Advice

Regarding the Preven
tion of Couant and Colds.

If people would only properly for
their system,
tify and strengthen
about 98 per cent of coughs, colds
While thla is the 90th anniversary dlstlnct features, there has been no
and pneumonia might be
avoided.
at Odd Fellowship in ita present form, change whatever in the cardinal prinThese
troubles
result
are
the
simply
that period is merely a circumstance ciples of Odd, Fellowship, which are
of weakness, which produces a catarr- in the history of the fraternity, which the same today as in the time of
hal condition of the mucous , mem
is first of record in the year 480, Mauritius, a thousand years ago.
which 13 as an internal skin
brane,
HIGHEST PATENT FLOUR
among the soldiery of Rome, and how Steadily refusing the element of life
of
When this skin Is weak
the
body.
much longer it existed before that no insurance, it has, led In the matter of
ened, it becomes infected with germs
one knows. It is claimed by many, benefits, which are maintained as a
which are Carried through the sysand there la no apparent reason, to "right" and not as a donation this
tem by the blood. These parasites
MADE By
doubt it, that it was a branch of the being a distinguishing trait of the
NEWEST and
attack and break these delicate
.
primitive Masonry. Be that as it American Odd Fellow, who cherishes
BEST PROCESS
and set up a soreness which
may, upon first record
tenets the admonition: "We command you
its
"OLD HOMESTEAD"
external
Is
an
ia reality
produce what
were founded upon the most Sublime to visit the sick, relieve the distress-er- ,
scrofula.
stories of Christian religion, the
bury the dead and educate the CITIZENS OF LAS VEGAS
cure
The only thing that ,, will
Good Samaritan, David and Jonathan,
orphan," an impulse that has led them
and colds and prevent pneu
coughs
and other Biblical matters, and these to spend over one hundred millions
ATTENDING LODGE EVENTS monia is a medication which is ab
have remained through all the chang- - of dollars in benefits since the eatab
sorbed and carried by the blood so
AS GOOD"
les of the centuries down to the pres- -' nshment of the sovereign grand lodge
that the diseased membrane is disinDan
ent great fraternity..
D.
C.
Townsmen
Boucher,
in 1830. Since that time the fraternfected, cleaned, soothed and healed.
England was the real cradle of Odd ity has invested almost as great treas- Stern and Gilbert Rosenwald left Las
I have a remedy which I honestly
.Fellowship, as it was of Masonry, and ure in various secure lines, but that Vegas yesterday afternoon for Santa beyeve. lnfallabIe and
ungurpasSable
by 1750 (it had grown to such dimen- is merely an incident to future useful- Fe to be present at a grand reunion for
and cure of coughs",
the
prevention
sions that it was of equal strength ness. They have established chil- of all the higher Masonic bodies to colds
and all catarrhal conditions. It
Try our Yankee Coal No soot and little ash
with the fraternity that gained eoher- - dren's' and widows homes all over be held at Santa Fe, beginning today. Is.
the prescription of a famous physi
ency at the building of Solomon's the land, and there , is no line of the 26th, and continuing three days, cian, who has an enviable reputation
From the first and down to human beneficence that they have not and all indications point to its being of 30
temple.
years' of cures gained through
"the present day, (we quote from the entered upon. No Odd Fellow and one of the most notable Masonic gath- the use of this medicine. I
promise
Tenderfoot Syndicate) it was in no no Odd Fellow's widow or orphan suf- erings in the history of the southwest. to either effect a cure
in every case
wise antagonistic to the Masons, hav- fers in this wonderful land of ours.
is
the "First or make no charge for the medicine.
Speaking Masonically, it
"
Everything in the building line-Lo- west
prices
ing a common cause in the better- - .tin history perhaps the most strik- Reunion, of the Scottish Rite In the I urge everybody in East Las Vegas
'
'
A complete stock of wall paper.
ment of mankind. George IV was art ing office of the Odd Fellows was Valley of Santa Fe, Orient of New who
,;,
has need of such a medicine to
enthusiastic Odd Fellow, - and
his their part in healing the wounds of Mexico." It will be the first occasion
try Rexall Mucu-Ton'
1;
male successors have followed In his the great internecine war., , From 1861 of the conferring of the thirty-secon- d
PHONE MAIN 56
It stands to reason that I could not
make
doesn't
Odd
footsteps. That
to 1865, the roll of the southern Juris- degree tP New Mexico, nearly all of afford to make sucn 8tatements and
Fellowship ,any better, but it has un- dictions was regularly called during the exalted now residing in the divi give my own personal guarantee to
better. the annual sessions o the sovereign sion having been raised at Wichita, this
doubtedly make the kings
remedy if I was not absolutely
for grand lodge. At the close of the hos- Kansas, which in itself makes the oc
Recognized as "Odd Fellows'
positive that I could substantiate my
centuries before, though there is ab- tilities, the officers and members in casion one of profound Importance.
claim in every particular, and I see
solutely ho reliable history of the ori- - the south were welcomed to the
The session will witness a brilliant no reason why anyone should hesigin of the name, 16 was in 1791 that chairs and seats which had been held gathering in Masonry, the central fig- tate to accept my offer and try it.
the first universal ritual was adopted, for them during the three years of ure of wliich will be James D. Rich- have two sizes of Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
and a little while after the scattered strife and separation.
ardson, grand commander of vthe rite. Prices 50c and $1.00. Sometimes a
branches of the order were gathered
Other fraternities have been accused The degrees will be conferred under 5oc bottle is sufficient for a cure. As
together into wh?t is known as the of shielding their members who have the direction of Inspector General a general thing, the most chronic
(Incorporated)
Manchester Unity, which today exists done
but you never hear that Harper S. Cunningham, and the ap- - caae a cured with an average of three
wrong,
and unites all of the English lodges, of the Odd
Fellows, because they are pointments will be perfect in every barge bottles. Remember, the medt
who have more than a million mem never
looked cjne whj cost you nothing if you are
WHOLESALE
guilty of it. A dishonest man detall, having been carefully
bers. That first ritual was a blend."committee.
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mighty
and Doalora In
ing of fragments of Masonry, Essen-Is- Once there is a suspicion of his wrong
G. Murphey, corner of Douglas avenue
and many other ancient fraterniWOOL,
and Sixth street.
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"
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nf Bphekahs were added and made! The hemorrhage could not be stopmany years and was proprietor of after wm be done under the name
In Raton at the time of his 0(
Carbon City Beer and Ice Co.
saloon
a
Honth
rw.eased was 45 years of
Mr. and Mrs. Grzlechowskl are the
age.
proud parents of a brand new baby
girl at Santa Rosa.
Milliner Disappears.
OF MEXICAN MfCLE SOAP
FULL
Mrs. James Lamb, who for the past
Up Before the Bar.
cix. mnntha has been conducting a
N. H. Brown, an attorney, of Plttsmillinery establishment a Trinidad, field, Vt., writes: "We have used Dr.
Colo., has mysteriously disappeared,
fltfillTIMS
MARK
if
King's New Life Pills for years and
taking with her, it Is alleged, about find tham Ruch a srood family meaf
U
i
mmitm
$1,000 worth of diamonds belonging icme we wouldn't be without them.
ui.iu.Mui.wiiiNi.ij..
Biliousness
vAV ,n0nTiii a former saloonkeeo- - For Chills. Constipation.
will
men
say
Most well dressed
Meet your Friends at.
sick Heaaacne iney worn wonae.
er there. The whoronwa of the or
25c at all druggists.
tnmnt wife is not known and the
'Ed. V, Trice & Co,, of
millinery shop was placed under at
Manuel, the only child of Mr. and
Four hundred new samples are shown
tachment by the justice of the peace Mrs. Fred Baca, aged one year and
for unpaid indebtedness.
in thel909 Spring: and Summer book and
nine months, died at Santa Rosa.
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Knocker
Mr. F. G.,Fritts, Oneonta, N.
is a man who can't see good In any
writes:
"My little girl was greatly
person or thing. It's a habit, caused benefited by takng Foley's Orlno Lax
hv a disorderly
liver. If you find ative, and I think it is the best reme- that you are beginning to see things dT for constipation and liver trouhrnno-hinn snectacles,. treat your ble." Foley's Orlno Laxative' is beet
liver to a good cleaning but process for women and children , as It Is mild,
with Tioiiorv Wnrbine. A sure cure Dleasant and effective, ana is
clean-ti- n
for constipation, dyspepsia, tndlges- - splendid spring medicine, as it com- hiitmicness. all sea the system and clears the
,ir.ir hoorha
on a hnwnl troubles, olexion. O. G. Schaefer and Red
'Cross Drug Co.
Center Block Depot Drug Co.

Bar

D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

'A

w

Will Take Your Measure.

mehts

Old 7 aylor Dourbon & Sharwood Ryo
.

Served Direct from Darrol
Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

E Las Vegas, N,IVL

POUR
American ritual and since the last ciency of the public service. "There PROMINENT EIEXICAN
;
session of the sovereign grand lodge are periods in the -- life of a nation,"
extravaof
the
"when
he
to
send representatives
are entitled
said,
spirit
FIRMER DISAPPEARS
ESTABLISHES 1879.
to that body.
gance pervades the- atmosphere and
Do your eyeglasses bother youJc If so, let us fit you with a Vki
!
PUBLISHED BY
From 1830 to December 31, 1907, the ' public money is . scattered aright
'
Seferiao
mounting. For perfect satisfaction, the. easiest to pufcioniand barest-- '
Umana, keb., April' 26.
without reference jrtq
sll's-- i
h
The Optic fubliiiigCiompaay there were ,3,339,646 Initiated. Over 1 ail .jefb, often
eat off aveelass made.
and
S.000,000 members relieved, and a to the results-- tqi - be Secured,
l nope Domingiiei the exilian planter who
iHOOUPOKATBu
tal of over $120,000,000 paid for re- and expect1 to see a radical reform in advocate ol sclehtlfjc agriculture, Natlareana"' variedSi.assortment of , smoked
a silver tiopby to tne
EDITOR lief. The ampunt of benefits paid in this
M. M. PADGETT...
, We carry' at all times a
direction, We have within the presented
last
Omaha
at
ional
Corn
description; mineral glasses of all ?;knds.
of
"V
Exposition
every
as5
goggles
glasses
$5,112,993.75. the Invested last few years1 created many unneces
1,907
'"'- ! .10
.i
.
.
In
''i'i-i
a
was
and
figure
prominent
i
..
,
.. ,.
funds jof the order,, amount' to $45,000,- - sary bureaus and multiplied employes year
'
v.
cannot" be located "and
the
same
enterprise,
broken
lenses
aud
replaced
fue4
000.
efficient
Optical
of
iDresrip.tlonsacjnirately
the
possibility
beyond
United' States as well
in
friends
the
for-olas
re
was
aay,
W 5me8
work." f Mr. Aldrich: declared he
Entered at be Postoffioe at Ifcrt jpre
as Mexico j are ."mystified. Jfawj.fcaJ
and indlgeatj
Las Vegas, N. M.. as seeond-clBs- s
authoriaed; to cay that In the work of
months.lHiMall
;.i
.
or widows, and the orphans of Odd reducing the,expenditures and refor- been missing three
matter.
OPTICIAN
at Puebla,
TAUPERT JEWELER
Fellows, that are owned and
the sent him at the postoffice
ming methods of appropriation
' He
undelivered
remains:-Mexico,
tained by the order and which repre senate would havetne "earnest sup
RATES OF
left Omaha in January and soon after
s
sent nearly $1,000,000 Invested, and port and active
of the
said he was uoinK to St Louis. He
several
for
are
thousand
which
caring
Is
administration.
$7 00
president and his
Per Tear by Carrier.....
has not been heard from since.'
gg persons, many of whom would other- the senate ready at last to reverse
Per Month by Carrier. . .
wise be public charges. Practically the
Per Week by Carrier...
precedent of generations and 'to
Gehrlng's Win Big Victory.
every state in the union has such e
with the house of represen
!
"
'
"The Gehrlng's" the well known
Weekly.
home.
We
In
0lL6 YcflX (
colored baseball team of this city de
..ta.uu Though no general observance tatives reducing appropriations?
Is. There is,
that
.it
hope
sincerely
team of the west
. . 1.00 wilI
Six Months
one
be nel1
any
point, the as Senator Aldrlch said, good ground feated the Romero
afternoon
side
by a score
yesterday
'
'
members will not overlook any of the
T
for believing that the government's of, 27 to '3 In ;"a game at the high
Boost
POST..
We are now making the finest beer, in the Southwest.
MILE
moANOTHER
ceremonies attendant upon so
annual expenditure can be cut down school
grounds. The contest was a home
mentous an occasion. Almost every
industry and telephone your orders to us for either keg or
$50,000,000 "without any great impair
affair, but there were a
Monday, April 26th, marks the nine-- lodge In the country will hold a meet-tlet- h ment of the
of the public number of brilliant plays. A large bottle beer. .
efficiency
'
anniversary of the institution of ing of eome kind today, but the
service.
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
nutnber,.of spectators were present
. Ma i t O. O. F.. servance will mostly be by districts.
new
wore
their
winners
The
suits,
in each of the districts, though there
and the beginning of Odd Fellowship are no district lines
Big 'varmln" have no terrors for which undoubtedly assisted them In
governing these,
western steers $4.80
6.25; western
while in Africa, but Major the severe drubbing they gave their
Roosevelt
REP01TS.
In the United States. On that date
eetlagB will be held at which Odd
...
cows $3.25 5.50.
will
blue
are
fears
he
uniforms
The
New
York,
opponents.
In the old Seven Stars Inn, in the. Fellows from the neighboring cities Seaman of
steady-Muttomarket
12,000
head;
Sheep
the with white trimmings, with the name.
city of Baltimore, Thomas Wildey and wm attend. At many of these some suffer from the tsetse fly and
Louis Meal Market.';
lambs
St
$6.25
$5.25
6.50;
across
to
Co."
F. J. Gehrlng Hardware
h
spldillu tick whose bites are said
his associates, Welch, Duncan, Rush- aptIon will be taken looking to
St. Louis, April ; 26. Lead firm, 8.00; wether yearlings $2.60
7.25;
"
the breast' and .look, exceptionally
'
and Creatham, five working- - jng thelOOth anniversary of ten years be fatal. '
-ewes' $3,505.90.
$4.95.
$4.15;
quiet,
spelter
neat.
what has (. grown hence, appropriately celebrated. Some
,
founded
men,
of the two
jt. Following Is the line-up- .
BASEBALL SCORES.
la ninety years to be the greatest plans have been discussed by
New York Metal Market.
Chicago Provisions Market.
teams:
world.
Jthe
in
even
this
Ders concerning
centenary,
organization
New York, April 26. Lead quiet,
Chicago,
April 26. Wheat,-- May,
Ave
Romero's.
Gehflng's.
National League.
From that small beginning of
though it ,1s a long ways ahead, for
12
1.18
dull,
copper
corn,- - May, 69
July, 1.06
catcher ... i . .Houston $4.204.25;
At St. Louis Chicago 5, St Louis Patron
there are now approximately 2,000,000 two oc three years will be required
52.
67
July
silver,
Oats,
May, 55
Black
Maes' .... .... pitcher
over the details and 10 years is 4. members, with 17,000 subordinate to,-g48
17.67
Pork,
May,
July,
no!t
Re.....
.Burns
Sanchez
8,600
Cincinshortstop
too far ahead to begin to talk
At Cincinnati Pittsburg 2,
lodges, 3,500 encampments,
New
'York
17.87
Market
Money
10.25;
lard,
July,
May,
July,
.Dunlap
Larrazolo, J. M...lst b
bekah lodges and 660 cantons of pa- over a proper manner of observing nati 1.
26. Prime mer- 10.37
New
9.70
York,
9.65;
Ribs,
April
May,
July
2nd
b.
.......
Brown
is
order
.........
Frank
American LeaguA
triarchs militant, and the
the most important time in the history
cantile paper, 3 2 4; Mexican dol- 9.72
. . . ... . 3rd b
McKenney
At Detroit Detroit 3, Cleveland 0 Baca
known and recognized in every civ- - 0f the order.
'
Carroll lars, 44; call money steady, 1
o
lllzed country on the face of the
At Chicago Chicago 1, St. Louis 0. Larrazolo, O. A.... If
2."
Chicago Markets.
cf.
......
Plnard
In
In his speech
Calloway
the senate last
American Association.
globe.
Cattle 29,000
Chicago,
April 26.
5C
rf.
week on the pending tariff bill, Mr.
Logan
At Milwaukee Milwaukee 2,
There are 69 grand lodges and
Armljo
Railroad
York
New
Stocks.
lower.
Beeves
market
head;
1015c
'
d
Besides
the Aldrlch dealt chiefly with the
Martinez, substitute.
grand encampments.
City 1.
New York, April 26. Amalgamated, $4.656.80; Texas steers $4.405.50;
score
is
the
Louis
Columbus
innings:
Columbus
4,
States and Canada proper the iem 0f raising revenue. One of the
by
At
Following
Atchison, $1.08; pfd., $1.04; western steers $4.35
5.50; stackers
Romero .
order is established in Alaska, Argen- - mo8t striking features of Mr. Aid-tin- e ville 1.
.0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 76N. Y. Central,
Southern Pacific, and feeders $3.405.40; cows and
130;
4
27
1
2
4
2
2
1
.11
At Toledo Toledo 6, Indianapolis Gehrlng's
Republic, Japan, Mexico, Panama, rich's speech was his statement that
5.80; calves $4.50
$1.19; Union Pacific, $1.8G
Steel, heifers $2.00
Philippine Islands, Yukon territory, the appropriations made last year 3.
6.00.
. ,
$1.14
53;
as
In
the
pfd.,
known
A
new
club
.Roy,
At Minneapolis Minneapolis 5, St.
Hawaii, Porto Rico, South Africa, coul(j have been reduced at least $50,- 20,000 head; market steaand 11, gave a pie
Sheep
Order of the
France and Cuba. Nearly all of these 000,000 without impairing the effl- - Paul 6.
Stock.
Kansas
Native
$3.65
western
dy.
after
6.00;
school
City
the
at
house,
suDner
have special deputy! grand sires. Then
Kansas City, April 26. Cattle 9000 $3.60
6.00;
was
$6.00
a
7.00;
dance
which
yearlings
given.
the soalled "Quasi Independent" juhead including 1,800 southerns; mar lambs $5.50
8.15; westren lambs
risdictions of Australasia, Tasmania,
E. F.
Gallup's building con ket 1015c lower. Native steers $5.508.30.
and
Victoria, Western Australia
Ask your doctor how often he prescribes an alcoholic stimulant tractor, Kenney,
commenced
the reconstruc- $5.006.60; southern steers $4.60
German Empire, the
Queensland;
for children. He will probably say, "Very, very rarely." Ask tion of the bottling works there.
C. H. Nagel, a prosperous farmer
6.00; southern cows $3.004.80; na
Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and
him how often he prescribes a tonic for them. He will probably
tive cows and heifers $3.00
6.00; from the state of Ohio, arrived In
Denmark having their own ' grand
i nen asK mm aoout
answer, very, very frequently
5.60; Roy and located on a new homestead
Mrs. J. "M. Jacobson is reported stackers and feeders $3.75
J. O iy;
sires and lairgejlyi (controlling their
'
Sarsapari'la as a tonic for the young.
bulls $3.405.25; calves $3.756.60; nprth of that town.
v
'.'
very 111 with pneumonia at Gallup.
own affairs. They, of course use the
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Do Children Need Alcohol?
iy

non-alcohol- ic

,

a
STORE ?OF QUALITY"

THE

and

1000
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yards, white and colored fancy flowered, striped, checked, cross bar, figured. We offer

Tho First Gommunldn Boy
WE OFFER

m

N.M.

e.lasVegas.

Blue serge Suits, Juniuor style Coats," long lapels, cuff
sleeves, kniekerbocker pants,

$5 and $6

1SC DPtl

worth?27c 25c0and1oc at

We Offer Special Inducements in
."y

'

'

BJ

Wash Fabrics

ff

..VV Tub

Doi'tsd Svsfissscit

,

300, yards, in the different size dots, all new

About

goods, perfectly white, 35c values,

SHOES

and

'

,

Dresses

'

;

,

r

White and Colored.

-

Specially interesting to mothers whose doughters will maketheir
'
"

first communion.

.

,

.

.

--

.

"

Specially priced at

White blouse Waists with soft collar.

A light fancy lawn flowered, striped, checked, figured
dainty wash fabric.
Specially priced

Dainty materials and beautifully
price on these dresses as follows:
,

tlEOItWEAR

we have reduced

4.00
5.00

Windsor, all shades; Bows,

....$1.45

VJg Givo

1.97

2.63
2.05
3.75

3.50, "

at

the

"
'

Away

An "Ingersoll" Dollar Watch with every boy's suit from

Q5.QQ Up

Ono lot of F.Vsscs' White Dresses

PIECES

Four-ln.he- nd

i'

$2.00 White Dresses,
'
2.50

J3c Yard
25

trimmed

65o

White plaited Waists, no collar.
$1.00
Blouse Waists, Russian, no collar
...,C5o
Shirts with collar or without, white or colored G5o

FOR GIRLS FROM O TO 14 YEARS

IUg rJniisorourjh Bziszto
:

Kid,-Calfski- n.

;

Rcndy fJIndo VJhito Drcccco
,

and OXFORDS

Patent, Gunmetal,

12 yards in each piece, worth $2.00 to $2.50 a piece
Specially priced at

worth, $2.25 and $2.50. Special,
These dresses are all in good condition. The reason we offer
them at such a ridiculously low price, 'is because we have too many
and we wish to close them out.

Silk Parasols, Japanese style.

Urn PIcco

fJiascG' Foot YJcar

White duck- or canvas for Misses and

Pumps and Oxfords
-

We show new ' Pumps and Oxfords,

Children.

c

VJfoito

Rihbonp

Pumps the new style ankle strap,

An extra discount of

20 FZH GEHT

EJ?REEDSvCo

Rochester

N.y

First Communion CM.

Q21FORD3

,

'

Uqvi VJhito Can

on white ribbon for the
!

r

iv

Specially priced

'

1

;

,f

LACES
New lot imported.

:Boyp9 Quite

2 pair

Pants Knickerbocker,

VJaizfo
Coya'
no
Russia,
Blouse.
Collar,

1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Rose, are" visiting their uncle. Judge
Trinidad Sena, and family, on the

Qualification

aide.
C. G. Walbanks

is in town from
Chicago.
E. R. Parker came in from Chicago
this afternoon.
experience, carex
Struble came to town this jaf;,
,. Fred
ful j.
temoon from lcAlistr,Okl'a..,i, ,
Jose S. Esquibel Is a visitor "dk
town from bis homo at San Geronlmp.
"N.' S. Belden is lri town toda from'
his farm and stock ranch on,' the
facilities,
'
mesa.
Rev. S. Persone, S. J.; visits. Las
experience,
Vegas again, coming down from Trin
idad on No. 1 this afternoon.
01
EL A. Cahoon and John W. Poe, of
Roswell, thirty-tw- o
degree Masons,
are in Santa Fe attending the Mason-io reunion.
'
R. E. Alldredge returned to Springer yesterday from a visit to "wife
WINTERS DRUG GO.
and little daughter at the Hayward
home In this city.
' A. S. Peck and Amos
Telephone Main 3
Hedrlck, of
the government-forestrBRIDGE STREET
service, ar.
Tlved
Hotel
from AlbuCastaneda
at
AND
TELEPHONE
WE DELIVER
querque last nght.;-.- '
H. C. Benny, Ed Lewis, Chas S.
PERSONALS.
r
Hill, Fred Kaiser and H. I. Likes are
W. 0. Wayman is around' again among the several people In town
from Denver today,
trom San Francisco.
D. A. Payne and T. L. McNiff are
Stfperintendent C. L. Mackenzie, of
Wells-Farg- o
the
Express pompany at
from
here "today
Chicago.
here
left
this afternoon for
Denver,
William Klemm is at the New
and El Paso. "
Albuquerque
N.
M.
from
Springer,
Optic
P. J. Neff is at the Eldorado hotel
W. F. Hall and J.l B. Klester are
from Hoaglatfd, Indiana; also Roy
visitors from Kansas City today.
and Fletcher Dirrlm, Henry Willard
Miss Carrie Warder, of Springer, is and R. F. Colbert from
Hamilton, Ind.
the guest of Mrs. Chas H. Stevenson.
Wells-Farg- o
a
route
Helfrich.
Leroy
Thos. R. Stewart, a forest ranger,
agent, went down to tJlorleta this af
left for Santa Fe, overland, thjs ternoon, intending to return on No. 8
morning.
in the morning and go through to his
H. K. Leonard came in from the headquarters in Trinidad.
sawmill and visited the folk at home
Duke Amerman, formaly of the
over Sunday.
short order restaurant at the Optimo,
J. K. Hunt,, of Raton, was ticketed has gone over to Mora to make bis
to El Paso on an afternoon passenger cuits and broil beefsteaks at the
'train yesterday. Walton hotel during court time.
Rafael Romero was at the Rawlins 'Col. M..M. Padgett, editor of The
"house last night from Mora; M. G. Optic, left for Clayton, N. M., on a
Keenan from Springer.
night train on matters connected with
Rev. J. S. Moore, of St. Paul's Me- his position as deputy coal oil inspec
morial church here, conducted ser- - tor for the fourth judicial district.
Tices In Mendelson hall 'at Raton last
J. D. Mulligan, a Leadvllle under
'
who had been spending several
taker
'
'
evening.
M. Bach was a single pabsenger to weeks in this lower altitude, depart
home in Coloarrive in the city from Cincinnati, O., ed for his altitudinous
'
afternoon.
rado
come
directyesterday
and
he
didn't
yesterday,
Mora
A. S. Bushkevitz of
Roy,
ly through.
- Misses Mela and Vicenta Seaa, county; L. E. Alldredge, of Springer,
daughters of George Sena, of Santa and A. F. Lee, V. W. Moore and Miss

for compounding

conies from long
training and
the means for
selecting drugs of
the best quality.
Our
our
our
equipment,

.

".Bid

13 Big
'
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CIoad

Turnitprft ;;

0
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''.

WV

oapitai

v

PAia in

ForlojysOaiy;;: 0 ctca,cco.ca
ijQ

Cea,t Discount for Cteh on all
China ; Ulonets, Sf deboaros,

Buffets &alJook Cares;
20

0

0-

'

for $15.00$Refrlgerators.
$5.98 for $7.60 Ice Chests.
Big Reduction on Rugs.
$ 7.95 for 9x9 ' Brussels Rugs worth
1

$10.00. v
for 9x9 '.Velvet

Rugs

STILL PROTBCTFD ,

0.

$11.48

$12.48

j

worth

$12.00.
$1445 for 9x12 Velvet

0
0
0
0
0
0

worth

$20.00.
Sea us before purchasing elsewhere.

Opposite T. M.

-

"

'

'
As a protection
" '

,

'

It's there if you need to pull on it.
there's nothing equal to it. Start your account now.
As it grows your ambition will be to see it grow
faster, and yon will make an effort
TO SAVE MORE.
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0
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&
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Maud McKInley of Tucumcarl, arrivand immeed here this afternoon

diately left for the Mora court by
teams In waiting.
Frank S. Chavez, a deputy county
assessor, completed his work in outside precincts, Saturday, and returned to the office to check up results.
Rev. Norman Skinner, the Presby
terian minister, left this afternoon
for Chlmayo, N. M., at which town
the Santa Fe presbytery convenes tomorrow evening. Tne town is forty
miles north of Santa Fe.
L. G. Shanklin, the St. Louis hard
ware salesman, was joined by his
wife in Denver and ehe will accompany him on his commercial trip
through the territory. They are at
Hotel La Pension here today.
and
W. A. Buddecke
Attorney
Thompson have returned to St. Louis
from this city, giving it out before
startlnsr home that the suit to set

1

J

San KJlgual National Dank

.

aside .the master's sale of the electric lighting plant in this city will be
carried to the highest Judicial tribu
nals in the land before they let go
their hold In law.
F. Butler has been ' visiting here
again "from Albuquerque.
M. A. Poupart was an arriving passenger from Albuquerque on an afternoon train today.
J. W. Clay, the liveryman, and S.
Harris, an Albuquerque drummer, returned last evening from a drive to a
number of Mora county towns.
Juan Vigil and another sick citizen
whose name was not ascertained were
brought here from Rlbera this afternoon for treatment.
Mrs. M. F. Des Marais and baby,
accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Secundino
Romero home from the latter's ranch
Friday evening.
D. A. Lyme is interviewing dealers
here today in the Interests of the
Chicago establishment of Reld, Murdoch & Co., handlers of the Monarch
brand of groceries.
Mrs. A. J. Cajal and daughter, Miss
Maria Jajal, of Lo Angeles, Cal., who
had been the guests, of Mrs H. C.
MoEsimer and family of Las Vegas,
.

.

Phone Main 150

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
SOUTHWEST CORNER ?LAZA

also of friends at Raton, are now vis
iting Mrs. Richard L. Wootton in
'
Trinidad, Colo.
H. W. Clark) of Las Vegas,
United States district attorney,
who had been examining witnesses be
fore the United States grand' Jury at
Las Cruces for several weeks past,
was In Albuquerque, en route to Ros-wel-l,
where he will remain for some
time on court work,
I

Want Ads bring results

ROCIADA RESORT.
In the Rociada valley, near the
mountains. Everything nice. Write or
phone L. G. Qulggs, Rociada, N. M.

Dr. C. F. Edwards, a graduate ot
the Kansas City veterinary college,
arrived in Roy and will do veterinary work In that city for a time.
H. J. Ryan, a tie Inspector for the
Santa Fe, made a business trip out
to the vicinity ot San Ignaclo today.

A complete new line of'' Bugs in
theyery latest designs and
colors have just
arrived
'
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Your personal savings account is like the
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$17.50.
$3.98 for 9x12 Brussels

CDO,CCD.CD

Interest Paid on Time Deposit

Per Cent Discount on all

$ 7.65 fpr $9.50 Refrigerators.
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Great Reduction Sale
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Let the Coal Fire Go Out
At the first suggestion of summer
weather let the
fire die oat,
. range
set a New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame
in a
Oil Cook-Sto.corner of the kitchen,
and at once the family
boiling, frying and bak
ing may be done with
comfort, because the
"New Perfection" de-livers the heat under the
kettle and not about
the room. Another
convenience of the .

Wick Clue Hamc OUCooIi-Slov- c
is its CABINET TOP a feature found in no other oil stove
Presents the appearance of a steel range. Fine for holding
dishes for keeping meals hot after they are cooked for
warming plates and for keeping towels handy. Made in
three sizes with or without Cabinet Top as desired.
At your dealer's or write our nearest agency.
gives a most agree
able light for read- -

lnSt acwing or
If not at

.

-

-

mellow, strong, continuous.

study

r
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HOLD CLOSING EXERCISES
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well.

.

Will Hall lost a valuable horse last
week.

I

John H. Wood has
ranch near Chico, Cal.,
Gallup with his family
for their future home

The Springer Stockman closes a
lengthy, complimentary article on the
closing exercises in the public schools
there as follows:
"A3 to the teachers they have work
ed bard, done their duty to the trust
imposed upon them, and, further, the
board of directors are to be congrat
ulated on their selection of instructors.
"We are not in a position to say
whether any of the teachers will again
apply for positions, but there appears
to be a strong sentiment In favor of
them all returning for another year.
"Professor Pierce has had excel
lent control of the school, and has
worked hard to attain the success he
has accomplished.
"Miss Sundt and Miss Taylor have
had
rooms, especially
the former, and have done remarkably well by their pupils, most" of
whom were able to advance another
grade or one more step-- in "their
..
school work.
"Miss Sundt expects to leave Monday for her home in Las Vegas, and
her many friends hope she will return. ,
.
"Professor Pierce has not yet con
cluded what he will do for the sum
mer.
Miss Taylor will go to her home six
miles east of the city.
"Good luck; to them all!"
,

over-crowde- d

"

,

The attendance at school Is very
much smaller than a month ago. The
parents moving out to their ranches
is the cause.
purchased a
and will leave
in a few days
there.

The management of the skating rink
In the
building at Alannounced
that the rink
buquerque
had closed for the summer.
Luna-Strlckl-

Consider the Difference..
Statisticians inform us that the cost
of riving has Increased 250 par cent,
A Healing Salve for Burns, Chapped
during the last 1Q0 years. '. Still, it wii'i
Hands and Sore Nipples.
have to be admitted that .living in
As a healing salve for burns, sores, worth a good deal more than it was
e
pore nipples and chapped hands
100 years ago.
Salve is most excellent It
Inallays the pain of a burn almost
.. Extreme Carefulness.
stantly, and unless the Injury Is very
"Rlbson is the moat careful man
severe, heals the parts without leav"Yes.' The
ing a scar. Price 25 cents. For sale ever met." "Indeed!"
by all dealers.
evening he. was married he requested
his best man to carry the ring, acd
Miss Mamie Oliver, who had been then asked him for a receipt for it."
on a three months' . visit to relatives
1n Dawson, also making a visit to
Jimmy' Grievance.
After Jimmy had attended school a
Las Vegas, returned home to Gallup.
few days he bfgged to lay at home.
said he, "teacher says we
We often wonder how any person "Because,"
and I'm so tired of whismustn't
talk
:nn be persuaded into taking any-- I
!"
pering!"
thing but Foley's Honey and Tar for
roughs, colds and lung trouble. Do
Mixed Population.
not be fooled into accepting "own
make" or other substitutes. The gen
The most mixed population in the
uine contains no harmful drugs and world is probably that of British Guila in a yellow package. O. O. Schae- - ana. There is admixture of French,
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Dutch, Spanish, British, coolie and Indian blood.
Wm. Cottran, a contractor from
Robert D. Read and Nellie Mono- Oakland, Cal., in in Gallup calling on
his old friends. It Is reported he will han, both of Leadvllle,, Colo., were
i
married In Gallup.
locate there permanently.
Cham-lerlaln'-

.

i

.
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THE CURE FOE
SCROFULA
'

After the battle there was great
in the village of the Kusa
lassas.
The smell of attar and savory
dishes was everywhere to be noticed.
Before the image of Ganesha, the chief
deity of these people, stood a red ram
The
awaiting the butcher's knife.
crowd of anxious spectators watched
'
r
ap
intently as the
knife in his
proached, a
hand. Then the incense arose more
strongly, and thee were cries to Ganesha to accept the sacrifice.
Suddenly from those about the im
ase there came two people, a man and
a woman. The woman, in black attire.
her head covered with a veil, clung
to the man s arm.
The man, carrying a short sword
made of talas wood, stepped up to the
priest and said in a steady voice: "Oh,
priest! Before thou slayest Mesha,
the ram, I would say that I have come
hither to wed Sulangana, whom thou
seest by my side. We promised three
moons ago to wed after I should have
slain a Sabba. The battle of
has brought our wishes to fruition.
Then many more stepped forward,
bearing sweet cakes and bags or gram
and one had a bowl of milk.
The moon was rising, casting its
silvery light over the piles of dead
on the field of battle.
It seemed to have been premedi
tated, for every one had something for
the bride and groom.
A feast was soon spread, the guests
seated and the red ram's throat slit:
The priest caught the blood and sprin
kled it upon the surface ,of the milk.
Then two rice straws were produced
and dropped upon the reddened liquor,
Sulangana, and her future husband,
named Devatang, watched the straws
anxiously, for if they met it signified
love till death. A shower of rice was
sprinkled over the floor of the house
of Ganesha.
moment was at
Now the fateful

at start,

ro put out merchandise
and grocery catalogues. Mail Order House, American Home Supply
Co., Desk 43, Chicago, IiL

silver-handle-

THE

BOSS BREAD

WANTED By competent book-kee- p
er, small set of books to keep; also
stenographic and typewriting work.
Phone Main 40.

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

4--

wishes
Competent
stenographer
extra work from 4:30 to 6:30 p. m.
Address A. C, general delivery, East
Las Vegas, N. M.

:

FOR RENT
FOR RENT
coln.

One

fQ. MaJoney
Smith
Official City Contractors

921 Lin

bed-roo-

FOR RENT Furnished rooms
inquire
light housekeeping.
Howell, 721 Fourth street

V.,

for
M.

,

FOR
RENT Light
housekeeping
rooms and furnished rooms with
electric light and bath. 710 Grand.

All kind, of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Jobbmtj
promptly attended to. Only best material used. Alt work guaranteed.

OFFICE AND YARD,

1020

NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE Mi

FOR RENT The rooms over Chas
Rosenthal's store.
FOR RENT
The Rosenthal Bros.
hall for dances, socials and dancing
schools.

-

The straws floated ever nearer to
each other, but they floated slowly. A
breeze from the doorway, and Just as
the two straws were about to touch
were blown wide apart. A stifled
Shey
from Sulangana, a groan from
Devatang, a murmur from the guests
a shake of the head from the
priest;
milk was ' still and
the
the straws moved not . Sulangana
sank to her knees.
Two anxious hours
passed; the
straws remained motionless.
Once when a gentle breeze, laden
with the odor of the pyre, moved them
slightly, the priest, out of pity, at
toward each
tempted to blow the
other, unseen by bride or groom, but
his breath only increased the space
between them.
Then with a shriek Sulangana
fainted. Devatang leant against a pil
lar with a hand to his head, muttering: "Oh, Sulangana! It cannot ap
ply to me, for my heart will ever re
.
main the samel Then it must be
He was Interrupted by the entrance
.ota man in a yellow gown whose face
bore an expression of sadness. He
perceived Sulangana on her face- and
r
raised her with his hand.
' "Oh, what do I see?" cried she,
opening her eyes. " 'Tie the Rishi of
'Tis the' Lord
whom they speak!
Buddha!" and she fell at his feet and
'
kissed his hands.
So soon!" shrieked De"So soon!
vatang, tearing his hair and clutching
his dagger. "The straws did not lru,
then! Sulangana! 'What means this?
Who i3 this man?"
she again kissed
For answer
''uddha's hands and cried "Oh, save
ne!" She meant for him to save heroin the fate foretold by the straws,
V.it to Devatang it had another meanblood-staine-

THE LAS VEGAS

BARGAIN HOUSE .
JOBBERS OF

FOR SALE.

General Merchanditg
a

d

y

hand.

And You Will Always Have

WANTED
You, to buy lumber at $8,
$10 and $12. S. L. Barker, Beulah,
N. M.

priest-butche-

d

,

.

"--

i
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The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the neck,
sores and ulcers on the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak
eyes, and general poor health. The Inherited poison, transmitted through
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of it 3 nutritive
qualities fills the circulation with scrofulous matter, which saps the vitality
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint,
have spent their childhood in constant physical suffering, and grown to
manhood or womanhood handicapped by 111 health and stunted growth,
and perhaps later some disease of the bones or joints developed. S. S. S., ing.
His heart was burning within him
given in their early life, would have prevented this. It would have
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened '.nd with a bound he was at his wife's
their systems, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood 3ide and his
sword was
cr womanhood. S. S. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goes through her heart.
cleanses
of
circulation
all
the
of
and
to
the
bottom
the
down
trouble,
Then, recognizing
Gautama, ;. he
scrofulous matter. It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength
from the corpse at his feet to
g
and
qualities, and under the purifying effects ofnothis great stared
minerals 'ae horrified, piling eyes hat were
Temedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains
urned upon him, and fell forward
In any form, and Is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
or persons of any age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice iever to rise again, for in falling his
THE SWIFT SPECIF IU CO., ATLANTA, liA,
free.
word had pierced his heart!
talas-woo-

health-buildin-

$70 expense allowed

4

s

.

i

$90 A MONTH,

won.

SCHOOLS AT SPRINGER

BOSS PATENT FLO

d

one-four-
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Special correspondence.
Wagon Mound, April 24. The farmers are rejoicing over the recent
enow. Thia will put the ground In
fine condition for crops.
Little Loleta Roybal had the misfortune to break her arm yesterday.
Miss King Is here from Las Vegas
visiting relatives. ,
Mrs. Padilla Is very low. It is
thought that she will not recover on
account of old age.
Born, to H. L. "Weisa and wife, a
ten pound boy, Sunday night
Mrs. Graham, wife of the physician,
held the lucky ticket and drew the
set of dishes at the Vorenberg Mer
cantile company's store on Thursday.
Mrs. Thomas Arnold arrived on No.
1, Wednesday, from Kansas City.- over
E. W. Howe is happy
the
abundance of good water In his new

snow-cappe-

USE

trade; short time

required; graduates earn $12 to $30
per week. Moler Barber College,
Los Angeles.

MacBartee

real-battl-

No better lamp is made for every household use.
atrenrv.
miir dpaler'a.' writ our nparpsr
"
I
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
.,
(Incorporated)

PEOPLE AND MATTERS

S- -

MEN learn barber

At the foot of the
mountains of Himalaya there was once
t
a town called Kusalassa.
It was two score yojanas from the
great realm of Kapilavastu. A- wild
few
It
with
town
was,
occupations
other than those of hunting and agriculture. A few there were who 'retained some religion, but they were,
'n a wav. shunned.
These few, numbering about five
score, lived by themselves at one end
of the town, had their grain fields consolidated into one, and every harvest
time would go forth and cut the rice,
which would be distributed as equally
as, possible among themselves.
Gradually these people moved farther away from Kusalassa and the
wild people took possession of their
Then there were
deserted fields.
skirmishes between the two parties,
and once or twice a man wast killed,
but they thought nothing of that. The
raiders were called Sabbas, and at
first disliked the appellation, but as
time wore on they came to rejoice in
it and, out of spite, termed their enemies Kusalassas.
'.
Now, the skirmishes became more
frequent and bloody, till finally there
in which ar
occurred a
row and sword did such good service
of the Sabbas and one- that
lost their lives,
Kusalassas
the
of
third
but the latter, though outnumbered.
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The Prediction
of tho Straws
By

ve

.

DAILY OPTIC,

FOR SALE At the right price for
"cash" only, new No. 5 Oliver typewriter, 12 inch carriage. Call between 7 and 9 evenings, 530 Grand
ave.
3t

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing

Specialty.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

FOR SALE One 'good team work
The eighteenth annual session of
LEGAL NOTICE.
horses; five years old. Strictly
In the District Court of the United
sound.
Inquire Brown Trading the Albuquerque district conference
of the Methodist Episcopal church, States for the Fourth Judicial Discompany, Bridge street
south, adjourned at Albuquerque aft trict of New Mexico. '
FOR SALE Good riding horse and er a three days session. The confer
In the matter of William R. Hind-masaddle cheap. Inquire Geo. Nye, ence has doubled its membership in
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy. I :
Steam Laundry.
To the creditors of William R.
on year; now numbering s.uuu mem
Tn T CgttO, 1U .1
nlnJm.n mVliMO
LUC
JVUI1- bers and 30 ministers. There are 14 UlllUUiOU,
FOR SALE Breeding pen Fishel's
San
and
of
district
afore
the
district.
Miguel
ty
in
Sunday schools,
prize White Wyandottes (one cock
said, a bankrupt:
and four hens). Value $25. Also
Whereas, The above named Will
Best Treatment For Colds.
Racine inccbator and brooder, value
"Most ordinary colds will yield to iam R. Hindman was, on the 25th day
$35. Will sell for half above prices
the simplest treatment," says the Chi of March, A. D. 1909, duly adjudged
Jfc. Flewitt,
Watrous, New Mexico. cago Tribune, "moderative laxatives, a bankrupt, and in said order adhot foot baths, a free perspiration judging him a bankrupt the above
FOR SALE One lot of show cases and an avoidance of exposure to cold proceeding was referred to, the unand table counters. Chas Rosenthal. and wet after treatment." While dersigned, the referee in bankruptcy
this treatment is simple, it requires of this court for the counties of San
considerable trouble, and the one
FOR SALE
WillGood,
range, very
adopting it must remain in doors for Miguel and Mora, and the said
several
612
other
at
cheap;
things
a day or two, or a fresh cold is almost iam R. Hindman was thereby further
Tenth street
sure to be contracted, and in many ordered to attend before said referee
Instances pneumonia follows. Is it on the 20th
day of April, A. D. 1909,
FOR SALE Carriage, good as new. not better to pin your faith to an old,
C.amber-lain'- e and
it
Impossible to set the
being
like
reliable
'
preparation
1016 Fifth street
creditors'
famous
is
that
first
meeting within thirty
Cough Remedy,
for its cures of colds and can always days of the date of the said adjudicaFOR SALE
of
blanks
all
de be
Legal
depended upon? For sale by ah tion,
scrfption. Notary seals and records dealers.
Now, therefore. It is ordered, That
at the Optic office.
H. M. Clark of Alamosa, Colo., who the first meeting of the creditors of
OLD newspapers for sale at The" Op
is connected with the Hagadorn In- said William R. Hindman he and the
tie office. 10 cents a bundle.
vestment company of Alamosa, arriv same hereby is set for the 7th day
ed
in Springer recently? Mr. Clark's of May, A. D. 1909,' at ten o'clock In
Finest Pair of Elk Horns.
said date, and that
company is interested in the sale of the forenoon of
The finest pair of elk's horns In the
the Abreu' Rayado ranch, which deal said meeting shall be held at the of
world is to be presented to the is
about to be consummated. He has fice of the undersigned in Las Vegas,
Rocky Ford, Colo., Elks lodge by five been the guest of D. A. Clouthier at in the county of San Miguel and termembers of that new lodge headed by
ritory of New Mexico, at which time
W. R. Dye. The horns measure 51 Springer.
and place the said creditors may atinches across the spread. They
their claims, appoint a
preparations thesimply deveL tend, prove
are 49 inches from the base of the opDrying
and
the bankrupt
examine
catarrh
;
trustee,
dry
secretions,
they dry up
skull to the tip of the horn. The which adhere to the membrane and decora transact such other business as may
lifters are 22 Inches in length and the pose, causing a far more serious trouble properly come before said meeting.
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
prongs 22 2 inches. One bur Is 11 all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
Let the. said creditors, take notice
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes of this order.
34 inches long and the other 11
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
LOUIS C. ILFELD,
They weigh a little over 40 pounds catarrh
or cold in the head
and
and it takes a crate four feet four pleasantly. All druggists sell easily
Referreevin Bankruptcy.
the 60 cent
size. Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street,
mches square to contain them.'
Dated Las Vegas, N. M., April 24,
New York,
.
A.
D. 1909.
The Balm is used without pain, does not
Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Veal received a irritate or cause
sneezing. It spreads itself
Mrs. S. R. Crouse of Union Valley,
telegram at Roswell bringing the sad over an irritated and angry surface, relievthe painful inflammation.' Mora county, recently received the
intelligence that Mrs. Cora Graham ing immediately
Cream
Balm
contains
no
cocaine,
Ely's
died at the hospital In Little Rock,
sad news of the death of her sister,
mercury nor other harmful drags.
Curthrack,
Ark., where she was operated on for
Mrs. J. H. Galberat of
stomach trouble.
,
Kan.
Captain John M. Reid returned to
Clovls, after spending a day with reDr. and Mrs. C. F. Helmig, who
Swept Over Niagara.
latives and friends in Roswell.
moved to Roswell from Missouri last
This terrible calamity often hap"
September, left for Artesia, where the
pens because a careless boatman ig4
of Pound a Week
doctor will practice dentistry.
nores
the rivers warnings growing
at least, is what a young baby ought
to gain in weight Does yours? If ripples and faster current Nature's
are kind. That dull pain or
not there's something wrong with its warnings
ache in the back warns you the Kld- aigebuon. uive it xacvjree s caDy
neys need attention t you would
and it will begin gaining at once, cape fatal maladies Dropsy, Diabet-Cure- s
stomach and bowel troubles, es or Brighfs Disease. Tak- - Electrio
"Myfatberhadbeen a snffererfrom sick beadactte aids digestion, stops fretfulness, good Bitters at once and see Backache fly
fortlie last twenty-ftvyears and never foaud any for teething babies.
and all your best feellgns return "Af- teller until he began taking your Cascareta. Sinaa
Price 25c and 50c. Center Block ter long suffering from weak kidneys
lianas began takinf Cascarots he baa never bad
the hea'lacha. Tbey bars antirely cared him. wyvi uius vaj.
ana iame dsck, one 11.00 bottle whol-Cascarets do what yon recommend them to do. 1
y cured me," writes J. R. Blanken- Will give yoa tho privilege of using bis name."
K.M. Ulckson. 11 Resiner St.. W.IadianapoUa. lad.
The Infant son of Roy Shibota of ship, of Belk, Tenn. Ony $1.00 at all
the Opera house restaurant at Gallup, druggists.
Best For
died from pneumonia.
Ax The5ovyels
Simeon Schwemberger, formerly of
St. Michael's ;Ariz., Is going Into the
During the spring every cne would
be benefited by taking Foley's Kid- photograph business In Gallup.
Candy cathartic
ney Remedy. It furnishes a needed
tonic to the kidneys after the extra
Foley's Honey and Tar is a safestrain of winter, and it purines the guard against serious results from
blood by stimulating the kidneys, and spring colds, which inflame the
lungs
Pleaaanl, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good. Do flood, causing them to eliminate the impuri- and develop into pneumonia.
Avoid
0a. Never ties from
9ever tiickpn, We,kn or Gripe. 10c,
It Foley's Kidney Remedy counterfeits hy. insisting upon having
old In bulk. The gennine tablet stamped COO.
euarantoed to care or yonr money back.
imparts new life and vigor. Pleasant the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. sot to take. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross which contains no harmful
o'
G. Schaefer and Red Cross drugs
CTJALSJILE, TEH KILL! OX E3XES Co.
Drug' Co
.
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came to New Mexico more than twen
ty years ago. He was the first pro
The only exclusive undertaken In
nurriiT
iianor
bate
clerk of Otero county and at the
uuftbiw urcnA nuuoE
La Veeas.
time
of
his
death was United States a
Beth Phones Office tod Residence
IHntr n. iiion
.
610 Lincoln Avenue
commissioner.
OE
i he national convention of the
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion at Washington, D. C, 'approved
AND
Mrs. W. E. Remes presented he Paso last week in Judge Fall's pri- tne election of Mrs. L ' Bradford
Short Orders and Regular Dinners
husband with a son at Raton.
vate car, Ahumada, for Fayetteville to Prince to be territorial regent for
v
New Mexico. '
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED , Simon Serrano and Miss Petrita attend the wedding.
.
mi
Chavez were married at Puerto de
Mrs. Annie Chaves of Albuquerque,
ine new National.Muuard company
Luna.
has sued for divorce from Jesus Ma-- at Alamogordo, has elected C. R.
Ten rural delivery routes have re ria Chaves, on the ground of non- Shinier, captain; H. C. Lansing, fir3t
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
cently been established in Roosevelt support and abandonment.
lieutenant, and W. H. Pelphrey, a seci
county.
The board of education of Silver ond lieutenant Thus far forty!
Eighty-seveboys and girls to,k City will shortly submit to the peo- - men have enlisted.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A, P. & A.
PHYSICIANS.
their first communion at the uuhe pie the question of the purpose of The University Dramatic Club of
M.
Regular comdral at Santa Fe.
constructing a new modern school Albuquerque has departed this year
DR.' E. L. HAMMOND
munication first and
John J. Hawkins of Prescott, Ari building.
from the old custom of giving a
DENTIST
In
third Thuisday
zona, is In Santa Fe for the Masonic
School District No. 1, Otero county, classical production for the annual
H. L. STARR'S
Suite 4. Crockett Building.
VisitBotn festivities this. week.
each month
including the city of Alamogordo, will play and on the evening of April 30 e
office
at
and
residence.
phones
The wool growers In New Mexico on May 3 vote for an issue of $20,000 will present' "A Strenuous Life" at
ing brothers cordial
thm
are much encouraged at the outlook in twenty year bonds for public school the Elks' theater.
ly invited. Geo. H. Klnkel, W. SM.,
"
for wool this season.
Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
On
next
Misat
DR. Q. L. JENKIN8
purposes.
Tuesday,
Columbia,
DUNCAN IPERA BOUSE
Sam Officer, the druggist of Cimar
John Talbot Abbot of- - Cimarron, souri, Roscoe C. Nisbet of Roswell,
One Night Only
ron, was at Raton visiting his parents, Colfax county, was run over by a will be married to Miss Lorene ShepDENTIST
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERT NO. 2.
'
Mr. and Mrs. A. Officer.
with
street
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Additional general hunting licenses
Vegas hospital, Inquire Mrs. A. D.
Higglns, corner Sixth street and Nat have been taken out by the following
citizens: John K. Martin, J. F. Sack-maional avenue.
Louis Daniels, Dr. C. S. Losey,
Carl Ellis, A. G. Green, Col. M. M.
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OF LAS VEGAS. yNEW

Jl Depart- -

Ladies of Sorosis, Las Vegas hosThat race at Chapelle was post
and the public schools have a
pital
Fritill
from
poned
Saturday morning
force
of men at work in Hillsite park
Jacinto Fulgenci has opened a saday,, on account of a disagreement as
Whole Wheat,
planting rose bushes, different varie- loon near the new bridge on South
to the starting of the horses.
Cream,
ties of shrubs and bowers. 'Tis well. Pacific street, opposite the Forsythe
Rye,
Call up Main 278 for carnations
place.
If the boys who had their guns tak
White.
and other cut flowers. Floral, designs
en away from them for hunting with- Mr. and Mrs., S. L. Fisher drove
made up on short notice.
Perry
out a license will call at the Antlers down town from Mineral hill today,
Onion.
and take out the necessary permits, reporting the Hons all snugly in their Cup Cakes,
their weapons will be restored to nests in the mountains at this season
G. M. .Smith, of the Buffalo barber
Ginger,
them.
of the year.
Cocoanut,
shop on the plaza, Is manager of the
Vanilla.
Gehring baseball club, which is open
Tomorrow is the last day for the
H. C." Kelley, the well known insurto a challenge from any club on
reception of bids by the government ance man of this city, returned from
....
earth.
for carrying U. S. mails from Caea a business trip in the eastern part of
Caremal,
Grande
to Las Vegas, twenty miles the territory Saturday and left today
Foir Sale Goo 1200 pound worts
.
Nut,
and back, twice a week. A bond of for Clovis, and other points in that
horse and surrey. W1Q .sell separate
Chocolate,
800 is require with the bid.
portion of New Mexico.
Apply at Hub.

131,

"

FOR CASH ONLY

Mrs. W. N. Rosenthal received the
The Ladies' Guild society will meet'
sad
intelligence this morning of the
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs.
L. C. Wltten on National avenue. ' death of her mother, Mrs. M. H. Hoffmann, at her home in Philadelphia.
General fitlic invited to the Poca
Miss ETIIian Blood,
a
cousin of
hontas ball at Fraternal Brotherhood
Postmaster
O.
F.
is
Blood,
visiting
hall Monday evening, April 26.
him and his household, en route from
Estefanlta Campos, mother of Vir Los Angeles, Cal., to Topeka, Kan.
ginia Campos, died at the upper town,
The young men of the city are urg.
Saturday, aged 75 years.
ed to get their girls and attend the
Good piano for sale cheap at office Pocohontas dance at Fraternal Brothof 'Investment and Agency corpora- erhood hall tonight. It will be a most
enjoyable affair.
,
tion.

a.t your grocer's.

...25

Also Specials in
merits

Members of the Monday Afternoon
Whist club were entertained this afA complete new line of RUGS in ternoon by Mrs. Adin H. Whitmore.
the very latest designs and colors
Miss Madeline Keliy.'lately of Mora,
have Just arrived at F.J. GEHRING'S.
has accepted 'a position behind the
counters of Bacharach Bros.'.
Regular meeting of Eldorado lodge
No. 11, Knights of Pythias,' this
Ernest Blood has resigned his clerkship at the Boucher grocery and will
a position with the Earickeon
Always hot water at Nolette barber accept
& Sabin Brokerage company.
shop.
,
LOCAL

Phone

mini-

23c yard:

i

" ;..

"

tractor here many years ago, residing at the hot springs, and many evi-

WEATHER REPORT.

The Store That's Always Busy"

Pepperell pleach,

28

DoItWow
Ludwig Wni Ilfeld

ounces Gan, Nowj only 10c

15

4

Vio

THE
HYGSIA
ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
"i

,

PRICES

j

2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
1,000 to 2.000 lbs. "
"30c
200 to 1.000 lbs.
40c
"
50 to 200 lbs. "
50c
Less than SO lbs.
"
75c

,V

-

1
n

J.

H. STEARNS, ,.XJ. Grocer

CRYSTAL ICE
V

C(C

-

'

McGviie & Webb

Pbouo Main 227

